EU4ENERGY SECOND YEAR WORK PROGRAMME FOR UKRAINE

Area 1 Energy Efficiency

- **Activity 1.3** Support in development of the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan 2019 - 2024

Area 2 Electricity Market

- **Activity 2.1** Support for Ukraine in activities with the transition to a new model of electricity market:
  - **Activity 2.1.5** Detailed methodology for available cross-border capacity calculation including determination and calculation of the transmission reliability margin
  - **Activity 2.1.6** Support in development of Regulatory methodology for calculating tariffs for those ancillary services, voltage control and black start that might be procured under a regulated process, if needed, for a transitional period

Area 3 Gas Market

- **Activity 3.2** Support in development of indicators for gas quality monitoring
- **Activity 3.3** Support for improvement of methodology for distribution grid tariffs

Area 5 Energy-Related Environment

- **Activity 5.1** Support in development of technical standards of emissions for plants incinerating or co-incinerating waste (minimum requirements set out by the Directive 2010/75/EU on Industrial Emissions and other legislative acts referred thereby)

Area 7 Improvement of the institutional framework

- **Activity 7.1** Support in organization of High-level policy talks on gas and electricity markets, energy efficiency and independence of the energy regulator

Co-financed by the European Union under the EU4Energy Initiative and implemented by the Energy Community Secretariat
Area 8 Greater technical, institutional and administrative capacity

- **Activity 8.1** Support in establishing and operation of the Working group/s to follow up on development of secondary legislation related to tasks from the EU4Energy Work Programme in the energy efficiency sector

- **Activity 8.2** Support in establishing and operation of the Working group/s to follow up on development of secondary legislation related to tasks from the EU4Energy Work Programme in the electricity sector

- **Activity 8.2.1** Support in operation of the Working group to follow up on the electricity market reform in Ukraine. Capacity building for the Ukrainian Electricity Market Operator

- **Activity 8.3** Support in establishing and operation of the Working group/s to follow up on development of secondary legislation related to tasks from the EU4Energy Work Programme in the gas sector

- **Activity 8.5** Support in establishing and operation of the Working group/s to follow up on development of secondary legislation related to tasks from the EU4Energy Work Programme in the area of energy related environment

- **Activity 8.7** Support in establishing and operation of the Working group/s to follow up on reforms for energy infrastructure related issues as defined by the tasks from the EU4Energy Work Programme

Area 9 Infrastructure

- **Activity 9.1** Assistance in calculation of corresponding reference values for the comparison of unit investment costs for comparable projects of the energy infrastructure categories according to the provisions Regulation EU 347/2013

- **Activity 9.2** Support in finalizing the methodology and criteria used to evaluate investments in electricity and gas infrastructure projects and the higher risks incurred by them according to the provisions Regulation EU 347/2013

- **Activity 9.3** Support in preparation of an analytical study on the conformity of national legislation of Ukraine to the provisions of the Regulation EU 347/2013 as adopted by the Energy Community. Provision of recommendations for the preparation of the necessary regulatory acts for its implementation
The EU4Energy Initiative covers all EU support to improve energy supply, security and connectivity, as well as to promote energy efficiency and the use of renewables in the Eastern Partner countries Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. It does this by financing projects and programmes that help to reform energy markets and to reduce national energy dependence and consumption. Over the longer term, this makes energy supply more reliable, transparent and affordable, thus reducing energy poverty and energy bills for both citizens and the private sector.

Regional Activities

- **RA 1** Regional/country specific meetings/workshops to discuss the process of identification of regional key energy infrastructure projects and ensure training and experience exchange
- **RA 2** Development of methodology for identification of regional key energy infrastructure projects in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia and Ukraine on the basis of methodology for PECI
- **RA 3** Launching the process related to identification of regional key energy infrastructure projects (including data collection)